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Abstract-We introduce min-max modular support vector

machine (M3-SVM) into the age estimation problem in this
paper. We extract features from the face images by using a
facial point detection and Gabor wavelet transform method
firstly. Then we divide the training data sets into several subsets
with a 'part-versus-part' task decomposition method. The most
important advantage of this task decomposition method over
existing random method is that the explicit prior knowledge
about genders contained in the face images is used in task

decomposition. The classification task is then solved by using
M3-SVM. The experimental results indicate that M3-SVMs with
our new task decomposition method has better performance than
traditional SVMs and M3-SVMs with random task decomposition
method. This work has three contributions to age estimation: (1)
M3-SVM is firstly introduced into the age estimation problem;
(2) L new task decomposition method using the explicit gender

information contained in the face imagesl and (3)

A

training

data shrunk stratery is proposed to improve the accuracy of age
estimation.

I.

INrnooUcTIoN

Face recognition has attracted much attention due to its potential values for applications as well as theoretical challenges.
However there are still much information including emotional
state, ethnic origin, gender, and age in a face image needed
to be recognized and interpreted for contact-less humancomputer interaction (HCI) based on facial images currently
for the improvement of the interaction between humans and
rnachines. Despite the fact that the age of a person plays an
important role during interaction, so far no researcher has been
involved in estimating personal age based on face images.
The work of Young et aI. [15] may be the first published
contribution for age classification. By locating the facial points
including eyes, mouth, nose, chin and virtual top of the head,
facial feature ratios were computed that permitted the distinguishing of babies from others. Next, wrinkles were analyzed

that permitted the distinguishing

of

seniors from younger.

Young's work is relatively elementary ahd the evaluation is not
quantified and the details of age were experientially divided
into three kinds: babies, younger, and seniors. Hayashi et
aI. II3l, [4] researched about the age estimation based on
wrinkle texture and color of facial images by using a special
Hough transform called Digital Template Hough Transform

to extract wrinkle on the face. A look up table was then
used to evaluate the ages. Lanitis [17] performs Principal
Component Analysis on generating facial models, and he
aimed to establish the relationship between the models and

the age of the subjects by a quadratic function. In his work,
Lanitis also found that the area around the eyes be the most
significant for the task of automatic estimation. Ryotatsu et
aI. |21had developed a system which estimated gender and
age with classifiers using support vector machines (SVMs) and
voting based on facial features. Gabor Wavelet Transformation
(GWT), texture, geometric iurangement, color and hair were
used for age estimation. The age estimation rate they achieved

is

58.4Vo.

Although face recognition have been widely studied, age
estimation is still one of the most challenging problems for
face recognition researchers. Similar to any pattern recognition problems, two key points for age estimation are feature
extraction and pattern classification. From the view of feature
extraction, the most simple method is to use gray-scale or color
pixel vectors as features [5]. The second kind of methods come
from the theory of subspace transformation such as PCA, ICA
and LDA, which project faces into a low-dimensional space
and then recognize them [4]. This kind of method has been
shown not to be very robust to variations of face orientation.
The third kind of methods is using texture information such as
winkle and complexion [14]. Some of existing age estimation
systems are reported based on these kinds of information[14],
[12]. The last kind of methods is combining the facial feature

detection with the Gabor Wavelet Transformation (GWT)
to extract the local facial feature for recognition [6], t7l.
This facial feature detection makes face recognition system
more accurate to catch the personal features, and the wavelet
transformation can model the fine characteristics of these facial
points, like the analysis of face's wrinkles and shapes.

Traditional pattern classifiers such as k-nearest-neighbor,
Fisher linear discriminant, neural networks and SVMs are often used to pattern recognition. Among these classifiers, SVMs
seem to be superior to all other classifiers [5]. The advantage
of SVMs is to find the optimal linear hyper-plane such that the
expected classification error for unseen samples is minimized.
However, similar to almost all traditional classifiers, SVMs
treat all data in one class as a whole in training phase, and
will perfonn coarsely than the method of further dividing the
training data set in each class into a number of subsets.
In our prqvious work, we have proposed a 'part-versuspart' task decomposition method [3] and developed a new
modular SVM called M3-SVM for solving large-scale pattern classification problems [3]. Our studies show that M3-
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SVMs have three main advantages over traditional SVMs:

(l)

Massively parallel training of SVMs can be easily implemented in parallel computing systems; (2) Large-scale pattern
classification problems can be solved efficiently; and (3) The
generalization accuracy can be obviously improved. Hereto
we have succeeded in applying M3-SVM to several pattern
recognition problems including large scale text categorization
[8], multi-view face recognition [10] and gender recognition
⑾

problem [9].

II.

〓∞

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the
next section, we present an overview of the feature extraction
for age estimation. We give a brief introduction to the minmax modular support vector machine in Section lll. Section lV
presents the task decomposition strategies and preparations for
age estimation. Experimental results and analysis are presented
in Section V. The final section provides conclusions.

(a)

Fsnruns ExrnncuoN FoR Acs EsrrMATroN

The well-performed face feature extraction method [6], [7]
used to generate feature vectors for our M3-SVM
classifiers. The main idea of this face feature extraction is

will be

to detect the face in an image firstly and then locate

the

■■■■■■■■

facial points including eyes, nose and mouth. Gabor wavelet
transformation plus retina sampling is then used to extract
the facial point characteristics which are combined to form a
feature vector, The extracted feature vectors are processed as
the inputs to our estimation system.
For facial point location, a method called retina sampling [7]
is set to the facial feature points search. With retina sampling,
the feature point is more precise around the important facial
features like eyes and mouth, and less precise as one moves
away from these areas. When paired with GWT, it is possible
to evenly extract localized features as well as more widearea features. And by pairing GWT and retina sampling, it is
possible to create a feature extraction algorithm that approximates the human visual sense, and it is also possible to extract
features, which are valuable to estimate age. Furtherrnore,
it has the added benefit of being highly adaptive to facial
variations such as orientation, expression, hairstyle, lighting,
eyeglasses and so on [7].
Gabor filter can be expressed as follows:
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l. Gabor filter and Gabor representations of a facial image. (a) A Gaba
filter; (b) Facial image; and (c) Eight orientations and five scales of Gabs

Fig.

representations (the magnitudes) on the facial image

gallery sets and probe sets for our M3-SVM age estimation
system
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where p and y def,ne the orientation and the sca\e of the Gabor
kernels, z : (r,,g), ll . ll denotes the norrn operator, and the
wave vector kr,, is defined as follows:

: krgif*,,
(2)
p
where k, : krnor l f and Q, : rpl8, krno, is the maximum
frequency, and / is the spacing factor between kernels in the
kr",,

Fig.l shows Gabor wavelets of five differe {0, ...,4} and eight orientations, p € {0, ..., 7}.

frequency domain.
ent scales, u

For more details about this feature extraction, one can refer

to [6], [7]. Here we will simply describe the scales of

the

in section IV.

III.

MIN-Mnx MoouuR SuppoRT Vscron Mncurue
The min-max modular network was flrst\ introduced in
[]. In this framework, a I{-class classification problem k
decomposed into a.series of K(K -I)12 two-class problems.
These two-class problems are to discriminate class Ci from C,
for i -- L,..., K -I and j : i* 1, ...,1{, while the existence of
the training data belonging to the other K-2 classes is ignored
If the two-class problems are still hard to be learned, thcf
can be divided into'a set of two-class subproblems as small
as needed. COnsequently, a large-scale and complex K-class
classification problem can be solved effortlessly and efficientl,rby learning a series of smaller and simpler two-class problems
in a parallel way.
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Let E denote the actual output vector of the whole M3network for a K-class classification problem, let 9(r) denote
the transfer function of the M3 network. We may then write

IrⅠ

- g(r) : lst(r), ..., gx(r)lr

y

(6)

Ⅰ

where y € Rr(, and gi(r) is the discriminant f unction,
which discriminates the patterns of Ct from those of the rest
classes, The M3-network is said to assign an input r to class

︱
lIⅠ

C,i

if

Ⅰ

lgn@)-(1-€)l

<d

and lgi@)-€l

<d for i+i(7)

Ⅰ

where 1 - e and e denote the high and low desired outputs,
respectively, d is a real number, which denotes the error
tolerance. For example, e and d can be set to 0'01 and 0.5.
The discriminant function go(r) of the M3 network which
is constructed to learn the K(K - I)12 two-class problems
can be given by
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where hoi@) is the activation function of the module Mir'
trained on Tti (5) and INV is the inverse operator defined in

I

g^r):

I
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Flg. 2. Illustration of module combination of a five-class problem. Here
M;,1 means a two-class problem of class i and class j and MIN, INV means
a MIN unit and an INV unit respectively.

A. Task Decomposition and Module Combination
I*tT be the training set of a K-class classification problem
and the K classes are represented by Ct , C2,---, C6, respectively.

t1l.
Fig. 2 shows the module combination of a five-class problem. In this figure M6,3' rrl€ons a two-class problem of class
i and class j and MIN, INV means a MIN unit which is to
find a minimum value from its multiple inputs and an INV
unit which is to invert its single input, respectively.
Task Decomposition and Module Combination

B. Fine
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T
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(3)
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where Xl €Rd is the input vector, Yr eRK is the desired
outlrut, and L is the number of training data.
Suppose the K training input sets, Xt, X2,...,XK, are

丨

expressed as

Even though a K-class problem is broken into

suggested that
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into a number of two-class subproblems as small as needed
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relatively smaller two-class problems, some of these twoclass problems may be still hard to be learned. We have
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TABLE I

M∷

DEsCRIPTIoN OF TWO GALLERΥ

Fig. 3. Illustration of fine decomposition and module combination of a twoclass problem. Here the two-class problem of class i and class j is further
decomposed into 2 x 2 sub-problems. Therefore the M3-network consists of
2 x 2 individual network modules, 2 MIN units, and one MAX unit.

Age es吐 mauon pr。 blem is much si1nⅡ
ar to the gender
recogniJon problem except that the preVious one is a multi~
class problem whⅡ

e

problem. IΙ oweve马

in a massively parallel way. These individual modules which
were assigned to learn associated subproblems can be trained
by any existing classifier, such as KNN, MLP and SVMs [1],
[3], [8], [9]. SVMs, due to their powen'ul learning ability and
good generalization performance, are chosen as the classifiers
of subproblems in this paper. Therefore we called it as minmiN modular support vector machine [3].
After training all the individual subproblems of class C1
and class Ci, the N; x N3 smaller SVMs are integrated into
a M3-SVM with Nr MIN units and one MAX unit according
to the two combination principles [], [2], [3] as foliows,
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mposition and module

Here the two-class prob-

k further decomposed into2×

sub-problems. Therefore the

ˇ I3

netwOrk consists of2

山
山

e later one is actuaⅡ

e age esdmau。

seems to be more difncult山

y a two-class

n pr。 blem intuiuvely

an gender recogniJon problem

which can be interpreted by the fact that even for human⒗

nd,
ey are often dimcult t。 precisely make out a stranger’ s age.
IdeaⅡ y an successful age estimadon system could recognize
山

one person’ s age with an eⅡ or within one yeaJr、 UnfoⅡ unately
this is a real big challenge to researchers。 In our systeΠ l,we
simply divide the age sarnples into5 categoHes which range
from O~9, 10~19, 20~39, 40~59, and over60 years old,
i1nplying that our esumati。 n problem is1ranslated into a nve~
class patteΠ 1recognidon problem.

However when using such a translauon, samples near the
boundanes such as the side between9and 10years old may
be un免

止

to山 e system and they

Ⅱlight

effect the nnal results

of evalua‘on if not properly rnended。 ConsideⅡ ng the fact that
some of山 e age samples do not help to inten⒍ fy the common
feature of one category but fuzz up the bound疝
es between
Lanslated categoⅡ

es。

For example, a9 years old sample is

more possible to be esdmated as 10 years old ra曲

er than

be esdmated as 5 years old. Based on dlis consideration,
we propose an approach to discarding the boundary samples.

2
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VERsIoNs FOR AGE EsTIMATIoN

2

individual network rnodules,2MIN units,and one MAX unit.

so another subsJtuted strategy is to similarly divide the age
samples into new 5 categoⅡ

es but range from O~7, 12~17,

22~37,42~57,and over62years old respecdvely。

We ca11ed

these5 categoHes as shmnk data sets.We wi11compare the
I1旺

TAsK DECOMPOsITIoN sTRATEGIEs AND

ev卩 luation results on the oHgina15categoHes and the sh口

PREPARATIONs FOR AGE EsTIMATIoN

categoHes in the later paHs。 Table I shows山
of data sets。

A M3-sVM needs to divide the traoning data sets into
several subsets in its nrst step。

so how to divide the ii:l1iining

data set efectively is an impo△ ant issue. Al山 ough dividing
the data set randomly is a simple and s“ aightforward approach
c reladon a1nong山
e oHginal training data
[2L the geome“
may be damaged [8⒈
The data belonging to a reasonable
cluster may be randomly separated into other clusters。
From
the viewpoint of sVMs, rando∏

l task decomposiu。
n
lead the boundarles of subproblems complex.In our precious

In our precous wOrk l9],We have used山
for gender data decomposition,i。

e age infomaton

e.we sort山

e samples讧 sing
age infomation from young to old, and then divide them
into different subsets。 Howeve△

consideHng that we have had

to an age esdmation problem,
山

e whole personal gender

infomation of data sets and the fact山

Ⅱlight

at faces between man
and woman have much different features even in
山 e same
age phase,we employ the gendcrinfomaJon in task decom-

work[9],we have proposed a pHor knowledge based strategy

p。 siu。n f。 rM3-sVM

(PK) for the decomposition of gender recognition and have

According to.these gender infomation we divide each of

to solve the age esumati。

n problem。

shown that M3-sVM with PK task decomposition has better

nve categoHes of age samples into twO subsets respectively。

perfomance than traditional sVMs and M3~sVM with random

Therefore there are totally40(i。

task decompos1uon

Ⅱ
ne曲

od.

unk5

ese two versions

e.垮 查
problems to leann the oHginal age estima伍
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on the shrunk gallery sets, respectively. In experiment

DEsCRIPTIoN OF PROBE sETs AND THE NUMBER OF FACE IMAGEs FOR

II, all
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the classifiers are the same as the experiment I except that the
kernel of SVMs is changed to polynomial kernel.
We show the experimental results in Fig. 4 and Table III.
Fig. 4(a) shows the total number of correct outputs produced
by four methods on fifteen probe sets using linear kernel. Fig.
4(b) plots the detailed accuracy of the four methods on fifteen
probe sets. From Figs 4(a) and 4(b) we can see that: (1) M3SVM with random task decomposition outperforms traditional
SVMs; (2) M3-SVM with PK task decornposition outperforms

TEsT

M3-SVM with random task decomposition; and (3) training
data shrunk strategy can help to improve the performance of
age estimation. Similar results can also be seen from Fig. 4(c)

for polynomial kernel.

TABLE

Tabie III also shows the response time of these four methods
on different kernel functions. From this table we can see that
the training time of M3-SVM is less than that of traditional
SVMs, but the response time of M3-SVtrrt is longer than that
of the traditional SVMs. However there is a large space to
improve the response time of M3-SVM since there are much
redundant computing inside M3-SVM. We can speed up the
response time by pruning redundant module or using selection
algorithm to speed up response time in serial [18].

Ⅲ

REsPONsE TIME OF FOUR DⅡ FERENT METHODs oN LINEAR AND
POLYNOMIAL KERNEL
Tr缸 ning

Time6)

11me A。

`t1me B
520.3`42.1

571,8/44,5

450,3`37,5

424,4/35.8

VI.

We have proposed a new task decomposition approach using

'response time in serial
r response time of largest individual module, i.e. response time in parallel

V.

CoNcT.usIONS

ExpeRIvENTS

In this section, we present experimental results on the age
data sets to compare the raditional SVMs with M3-SVM
using our proposed task decomposition methods. We use linear
SVMs and polynomial SVMs to evaluate the performance of

thc proposed method. The reason why RBF SVMs are not
selected in this paper is that the optimal parameters of RBF
kernel are hard to be obtained. All SVMs and SVMs in M3
ffiwork are trained by LibSVM [11] and the parameters are
sct to the default parameters of LibSVM, i.e. C=l for linear
SVM, and C=l and Degree=3 for polynomial SVMs.
Two versions of gallery sets with their samples extracted

l■

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

from a large face images database using the feature extraction
method mentioned in Section II are shown in Table I. Here, the
number of dimensions of each feature is 4350. The 15 kinds
of probe sets including frontal images, various degree view
hces, faces with glasses and different expressions and so on,
are shown in Table II. And all of the performance evaluations
are running on these fifteen probe sets.
In the experiment I, all of the SVMs are linear kernel.
We use traditional SVM, M3-SVM-RND, M3-SVM-PK and
M3-SVM-S-PK to evaluate the perfonnance, where M3-SVMR.}.ID, M3-SVM-PK and M3-SVM-S-PK denote M3-SVM
vith random task decomposition on original gallery sets,

\I3-SVM with prior knowledge (PK) task decomposition on

M3-SVM to deal with the age estimation problem. We have
compared four methods on age estimation problem. From
experimental results, we can draw the following conclusions:
(a) M3-SVM outperforms traditional SVMs on age estimation
problem in the estimation accuracy and training time. (b) The
proposed task decomposition method that using the gender
information inside age data samples can help to improve the
performance of M3-SVM in the classification accuracy. (c)
A training data shrunk strategy can help to improve both
estimation accuracy and response time of M3-SVM on the
age estimation problem. There are several issues should be
further exploited, such as pruning the redundant computation
inside M3-SVM and using unsupervised task decomposition

for M3-SVM.
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